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"Ogni pittore dipinge sè", "Every painter paints himself", is a Tuscan proverb which can be found 
for the first time in Italian literature between 1477 and 1479.  Similar notions are known from antiq-
uity, particularly from the discussion of personal style in rhetoric2.  The proverb does not seem to 
have existed in the Middle Ages where, however, the similar notion can be found that every "agens" 
performs its acts in its own image3.  This notion is also reflected in line of a sonnet attributed to 
Filippo Brunelleschi which goes: "natura pazza scaglia pazzi efetti"4. 
 In the fifteenth century "Every painter paints himself" or "automimesis", as it has been la-
beled recently5, addresses two basic problems which I shall discuss in the following paper; firstly, 
the changing attitude towards the value of personal expression in artistic creation, and secondly the 
question of whether "automimesis" has to do with the use of types and stereotypes in fifteenth cen-
tury painting. 
 In art historical writing the proverb "Every painter paints himself" refers to an artist who cre-
ates himself involuntarily in his work.  At least from the middle of the sixteenth century onwards this 
proverb has been understood as a concept of artistic creation with implications that are almost en-
tirely positive.  Giorgio Vasari, in the life of Michelangelo6, and Filippo Baldinucci, in the life of 
Carravaggio7, emphasize that artists have their own way and that even eccentric features of an artist's 
character which can be found in his works of art should be accepted.  However, in the fifteenth cen-
tury and particularly in the writings of Leonardo da Vinci "Every painter paints himself" had a dif-
ferent and not at all positive meaning8.  The notion of "automimesis" was understood by Leonardo 
as a major defect of contemporary painting and in fifteenth-century literature the Tuscan proverb 
meant some inevitable compulsion in the human character.  As an example I could quote from a col-
lection of Florentine droll stories, once attributed to Angelo Poliziano and written between 1477 and 
1479: 
 "Cosimo said, that one would rather forget a hundred compliments than one insult and that 
the offender never forgives and that every painter paints himself9." 
 In this instance the Tuscan proverb elucidates the general human inclination always to re-
member the bad and to forget the good.  Moreover, bad habits are rooted so deeply that the offender, 
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by his evil and unchangeable nature, is unable to forgive.  The one who cannot avoid offending is 
unable to forgive.  This inevitable human weakness is again demonstrated by the proverb that every 
painter paints himself. 
 In Italian literature of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries most references to "auto-
mimesis" illustrate the psychological commonplace that there are unchangeable and inevitable com-
pulsions in man.  A connection to any particular painting or to any individual painter of those days 
seems not to have been intended and in only one instance a particular painter, Leonardo da Vinci, is 
accused of "automimesis" (see below).  Thus generally, the proverb "Every painter paints himself" 
was not at all personalized and therefore one could infer that in the fifteenth century "automimesis" 
was a literary topos which had a different association to the psychology of individual paintings than 
it had in later centuries.  That is, "automimesis" in those days had fewer or different psychological 
implications for the judgement on art than it has today. 
 Art historians today, in discussing "automimesis", argue that in the fifteenth century a large 
number of painters involuntarily depicted themselves in their works.  In particular Fra Filippo Lippi 
and Sandro Botticelli are cited as repeating their own physiognomy in almost all faces on their can-
vas because they simply could not avoid painting themselves10.  Our concept of physiological like-
ness may be different from corresponding concepts of the Renaissance beholder but the visual evi-
dence seems to confirm that in fact both Filippo Lippi and Sandro Botticelli painted themselves.  
Filippo in some of his paintings liked to produce square heads and his self-portraits which - with 
some probability - have been identified in his paintings are of a similar shape.  Thus for instance in 
the "Coronation of the Virgin" (Florence, Uffizi, fig. 1) square heads are common to some figures as 
well as to a bald individual looking at the beholder from the lower left corner of the painting11. 
 Another example is Botticelli who in the "Adoration of the Magi" (Florence, Uffizi, fig. 2) - 
if we agree with the current reading of this painting - depicted almost half a dozen faces very much 
like the youthful figure to the right which is believed to be a self-portrait12.  Thus both Botticelli and 
Fra Filippo seem to have involuntarily reproduced their own likeness in other persons or figures they 
depicted13. 
 Taking into account our incomplete knowledge about artist's visual self-portraiture in Quat-
trocento painting, one could have some doubts as to whether Fra Filippo and Botticelli really did 
paint themselves physically.  At this point I suggest that we at least ask if "automimesis" involves 
yet more complex problems of fifteenth-century painting as well.  For instance, to accuse Fra Filippo 
of constantly depicting himself is not entirely justified because there is a portrait bust on his tomb in 
Spoleto that does not exactly confirm his having had a stout head (fig. 3).  Only the rather large ears 
are easily recognizable both in Fra Filippo's supposed self-portraits and in the Spoleto monument.  
However, the bust was done in 1492, 13 years after Fra Filippo's death when square heads might 
have become unfashionable, and the bust may just be the idealized type of a portrait.  Similarly, it 
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has been argued that Botticelli in the Uffizi "Adoration" idealized both his own self-portrait and 
other faces depicted in this picture14, which lead the twentieth-century beholder to believe that the 
fifteenth-century artist had painted himself.  Thus the twentieth-century beholder confused idealized 
portraiture with a modern notion of individual likeness. 
 Relying only on the visual evidence it is almost impossible to decide whether Fra Filippo in-
deed had a square head and involuntarily painted himself or whether he frequently used the type of a 
square head as a convention, or if his aesthetic ideal was a square head.  At this point one should ac-
cept that a combination of these explanations is possible and that an idealized understanding of 
physiognomical likeness existed for fifteenth-century painters.  Therefore the facial features repeat-
edly occurring in the works of Fra Filippo and Botticelli need not have been accurate or lifelike rep-
resentations of their master's individual physiognomy.  Rather, Fra Filippo's square heads and Botti-
celli's stereotype faces should remind us of the simple fact that painters used and still use favorite 
types.  These types, of course, could have been automimetical reproductions of their master's featur-
es15 but also could have been handy workshop patterns or aesthetic ideals used for various other rea-
sons. 
 Generally, the use of ideals, patterns and types in painting16 had to do with the requirements 
of a commission and, to a varying extent, with a painter's particular skills and with his individual 
choice.  The point I would like to make is that exactly this choice links the use of patterns with 
"automimesis", or in other words: every painter paints himself also insofar as his own psychology 
forces his choice of a particular type.  For example, Fra Filippo may have chosen a square type be-
cause his head was square or because, as Vasari would have put it, he had a square mind17.  How-
ever, Filippo's personal choice of square types may also be the result of his training as an young art-
ist when he had learnt to use this type. 
 Other examples may clarify this point.  It has been said that Leonardo had favorite male 
types, either the boy with female features - which we will see later - or the old man with a slightly 
hooked nose (fig. 4)18.  Following the current theories about "automimesis" it could be argued that 
one of those types may have resembled Leonardo's physiognomy.  Yet for instance this version of 
the older type, also known from antique coins and used by his teacher Verrocchio, was more likely a 
manifestation of Leonardo's artistic training than a reflection of his mind19. 
 Leonardo's use of types is confirmed by other examples,  
for instance by the chubby faced child common to the earlier version of the "Virgin of the Rocks" 
(Paris, Louvre; fig. 5)) and to the Burlington House Cartoon (London, National Gallery; fig. 6).  
Similarly, Leonardo used a particular female type for the "Virgin of the Rocks" for "S. Anne" (Paris, 
Louvre; fig. 7) and a drawing of the "Leda" (fig. 8)20.  
 A painter's choice that can be defined by the  Tuscan proverb "Every painter paints himself" 
is a phenomenon we would call personal style21.  However, it is not my purpose to discuss here the 
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notion of personal style nor to show the roots of Giovanni Morelli's method.  Instead I would like to 
analyze a sermon by Gerolamo Savonarola (1497) where the connection between "automimesis" and 
the use of types in fifteenth-century art is confirmed: 
 "And one says that every painter paints himself.  He does not indeed paint himself as man 
because he produces images of lions, horses, men and women which are not identical with himself, 
but he paints himself as painter, that is according to his concept (concetto).  And although there are 
different fantasies and figures of the painters who are painting, they are nevertheless all [done] ac-
cording to his concept22." 
 Savonarola emphasizes that a painter does not paint himself physically but produces figures 
and fantasies according to his own personal "concetto".  In this context the words "figure" and "fan-
tasie" characterize the varied things in a painting whereas "concetto" refers to an unvariable phe-
nomenon, to some innate quality of a painter's choice that never, or at least hardly ever, changes.  
The innate quality described by the word "concetto" must have been a compulsion because "con-
cetto" indicates a feature in painting that an artist cannot avoid producing.  At this point we should 
remember that in Renaissance poetry the proverb "Every painter paints himself" characterized some-
thing by all means inevitable and unchangeable in the human character.  Thus the fifteenth-century 
beholder like Savonarola links two different levels of his experience:  the inevitable features of the 
human character expressed in the proverb "Every painter paints himself" and the widespread, seem-
ingly inevitable habit of contemporary painters to use types, patterns and ideals. 
 This connection between "automimesis" and the habit of fifteenth-century painters to repeat 
particular types has been discussed also, and most prominently, by Leonardo da Vinci23.  Moreover, 
in Leonardo's writings the psychological background of the Tuscan proverb that every painter paints 
himself becomes more urgent.  Indeed, Leonardo stigmatizes "automimesis" as the worst fault of 
contemporary artists and he seems to have had an almost irrational fear of its evil impact on contem-
porary painting. 
 Leonardo's opinion about "automimesis" may be summarized as follows:  "It is a common 
defect of Italian painters that one recognizes the expression and figure of the artist throughout the 
many figures painted by him"24.  "This happens because it is our judgement which guides the hand 
in the creation of the outlines of figures until they prove satisfactory".  Judgement, according to 
Leonardo's understanding of it, is a part of our soul which rules both the formation and the move-
ments of our body25.  Because of its link to the soul, judgement "is so powerful that it moves the 
painter's arm and makes him copy himself, since it seems to that soul that this is the true way to con-
struct a man, and whoever does not do so, commits an error"26.  Furthermore, the painter's arm can 
be moved almost directly by the soul because the soul transmits its impulses by means of various 
bearers of transmission, such as the Common Sense, tendons, muscles, nerves and joints of the 
bones: "The joint of the bones obeys the nerve, and the nerve the muscle, and the muscle the tendon 
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and the tendon the Common Sense.  And the Common Sense is the seat of the soul [...]27." 
 The physiological explanation of "automimesis" is easier to comprehend if one considers 
Leonardo's understanding of the intimate relationship between body and soul.  According to him, the 
soul governs the body and determines its physical shape because the soul existed before the body28. 
 Since the inevitable impact of the governing soul on every kind of physical action, painting 
included, was the underlying cause of "automimesis", Leonardo had to adjust this very impact of the 
governing soul.  He saw the possibility of doing so because the soul resides within two other mental 
faculties, judgement and the Common Sense which are both open to adjustments for the following 
reason:  Only in the beginning of a man's life judgement is under the spell of the pre-existing soul29.  
It resides in the Common Sense where all the senses meet30 and where it therefore receives sensa-
tions from the outer world.  These sensations are transmitted through the senses and they establish 
experience.  Experience is "the common mother of all the sciences and arts" and has as its daughters 
sound rules.  Furthermore, sound rules based on experience grant a "free and sound understanding" 
and this sound understanding grants a good judgement31.  Thus in the beginning, judgement is en-
tirely determined by the soul but it can be trained and manipulated by rules deduced from experi-
ence.  Therefore "automimesis", dependent on both the soul and on judgement, can be avoided by 
acquiring experience, that is, by the study of nature. In other words: the study of nature adjusts the 
personal shortcomings of the soul's judgement and the artist avoids "automimesis" by having a pro-
found scientifical training32. 
  The issue of sound judgement and sound experience, achieved by the study of nature, holds 
the most important place in Leonardo's art theory.  He argues, that nothing can be worse than a work 
of art's being superior to judgement.  Judgement is the absolutely indispensable guideline for the art-
ist and therefore judgement has to be superior to the work of art itself33.  Consequently, the artist 
withdraws his personality from the process of artistic creation in order to achieve a judgement inde-
pendent from personal feelings. He should thus be able to obtain objective criteria for his art.   
 Leonardo's extremely hostile rejection of "automimesis" and its physiological determination 
of artistic creation suggests that for him there was more at stake than just the scientific foundation of 
the fine arts.  His almost neurotic attitude towards "automimesis" may tempt us to assume that Leo-
nardo for personal as well as psychological reasons tried to avoid self-expression.  And indeed, his 
psychological profile supports such an interpretation since in his own writings, Leonardo praises 
solitude and self-control34.  This, of course, is a point closer to twentieth- than to sixteenth-century 
psychology and therefore its validity is debatable.  However, in order to further comprehend the 
more general point that Leonardo - for whatever reason - tried to avoid "automimesis" or self-
expression, I would like to discuss some of his paintings in more detail. 
 The "Adoration of the Magi" (Florence, Uffizi, fig. 9), begun in 1481 and left unfinished in 
1482, has always been regarded as a revolutionary treatment of this subject.  Nevertheless, it is in 
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conflict with Leonardo's precepts for narrative painting developed about 10 years later.  In his art 
theory, as we have seen, Leonardo criticizes the repetition of types but in the "Adoration of the 
Magi", the use of two different types can clearly be distinguished.  One is the old man with a beard, 
strong eyebrows, a sharp nose, high cheek-bones and deeply embedded eyes.  This elderly type 
forms a group of four around Mary, two of them being Magi, the one behind the Virgin probably Jo-
seph.  The other type, occurring more prominently in the middle of the picture around the tree, is a 
male youth with a face of female features. 
 More then ten years later, in the "Last Supper" (Milan, Santa Maria delle Grazie; fig. 10), 
Leonardo seems to have made a stronger effort to avoid stereotypes and to achieve the variety of 
types propagated in his art theory.  Leonardo's effort, confirmed by reports of his slow and diligent 
working procedure35, becomes evident in the picture itself.  The extraordinary movements of hands 
and arms, or as Kenneth Clark puts it, the "abundance and variety of gesture", is almost excessive or 
at least irritating because it tells of the enormous amount of slow, unspontaneous labour involved in 
their creation36.  This almost frozen variety of gesture makes clear that variety was achieved only by 
a painstaking effort. 
 The variety of faces has been marred by the bad state of the frescoe's conservation and it is 
therefore difficult for us to make a sound judgement.  However, a few preparatory drawings associ-
ated with the "Last Supper" have come down to us.  There is, for example, a study from around 
1495, probably a first idea for St. Peter (fig. 11), that reminds us of the elderly type from the "Adora-
tion of the Magi".  Similarly, a preparatory drawing for St. Philip (fig. 12) shows a boy of almost 
female features who equally resembles the young types of the "Adoration".  Considering these few 
examples, one is tempted to argue that there may be less variety in the expression of faces than we 
are taught to perceive. 
 For the twentieth-century beholder, the "Last Supper" constitutes a supreme example of va-
riety in narrative painting and it is therefore hardly conceivable that Leonardo in this instance re-
peated his favorite types.  However, variety need not exclude stereotypes and stereotypes need not 
exclude variety.  It all depends on our understanding of variety and individual likeness.  But the one 
thing we can perceive in the "Last Supper" is Leonardo's extraordinary striving for variety even if 
we cannot be certain of how much of this variety he finally achieved. 
 Between January 1497 and March 1499, when Leonardo stopped working on the "Last Sup-
per", at least one person expressed serious doubts as to whether Leonardo achieved any variety at all. 
 This person, Gaspare Visconti, a poet at the Milanese Court, wrote a sonnet that has Leonardo da 
Vinci as its target.  Accusing the artist of "automimesis", Visconti wrote: 
 
 "Formerly there was a painter 
who could draw nothing but a cypress tree, 
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According to what Horace tells us 
where he teaches us to understand poetry. 
 There is one nowadays who has so fixed 
in his conception the image of himself 
that when he wishes to paint someone else 
he often paints not the subject but himself. 
 And not only his face, which is beautifully fair 
according to himself, but in his supreme art 
he forms with his brush his manners and his customs. 
[...]."37
  Visconti's relationships to artists like Bramante38 suggest that he had some understanding of 
the fine arts, however, his polemical accusation should not be taken only at face value.  Its mockery, 
particularly if linked both with a contemporary proverb and antique rhetoric, most probably repre-
sented a rather exaggerated point of literary criticism.  Nevertheless, Visconti's polemic against Leo-
nardo is very much at the heart of the issues discussed above.  If we agree upon the main point that 
"automimesis" refers to something inevitable in painting, including both an artists's reproduction of 
his own likeness and his use of types, then Visconti's negative account of Leonardo's artistic 
achievements makes more sense.  Moreover, Visconti's reference to Horace's "Ars poetica" gives 
another important clue to the kind of criticism intended.  Horace argues that it may be quite easy to 
draw a cypress tree, however, he goes on to ask, how much more difficult it would be to paint "a 
sailor swimming from his wrecked vessel in despair"39.  
 With this reference to Horace, Visconti's mockery is aimed at the problem of a painter paint-
ing situations that are not easily accessible, like a wrecked vessel on the open sea, or unfamiliar 
emotions, such as the panic of a drowning sailor.  In fact, in the "Last Supper" Leonardo was re-
quired to paint emotions that were not easily accessible and therefore Visconti's mockery almost cer-
tainly targeted Leonardo's "Last Supper" in Milan40.  If Visconti's criticism was indeed pointed at 
this painting, than the polemic translates into something like this:  "Leonardo, you tried hard to 
achieve variation and to avoid expressing yourself, but in vain.  It is still you I perceive in your 
painting, your way to paint will always be recognized." 
 We cannot tell if Visconti was right or not because the "Last Supper" is a ruin.  However, 
one major point of his mockery could be accepted if we consider that Leonardo tried to achieve 
more variety and that he tried to avoid "automimesis" in a painting like the "Last Supper".  This 
point is the following: Visconti may well have had first hand evidence of Leonardo's strong efforts 
to avoid expressing himself and to achieve as much variety as possible, and he may well have had at 
least some reason to criticize Leonardo for not fully having accomplished his goal. 
 A last example, a version of Leonardo's "Battle of Anghiari" attributed to Peter Paul Rubens 
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(Paris, Louvre; fig. 13)41, may help illustrate this point.  The central motif is the so-called "Fight for 
the Standard": this standard is held by the horseman on the left, defended by the one in the middle 
and under attack by the helmeted warrior to the right.  The subject of the fight is clearly battle for the 
standard, but one could also ask if this battle also tells us something about Leonardo's use of types 
and about "automimesis".  The fierce expression of the slightly oversized faces of the fighters shares 
a greater affinity to the work of Leonardo than to the work of Rubens, and indeed, these faces are 
remarkably close to Leonardo's old warrior with the hooked nose which he so often favored.  I won-
der whether this type, lurking from Rubens's version of the "Battle for the Standard", does not illus-
trate Leonardo's own battle against his use of types and against expressing himself.  Just as with the 
gestures of the "Last Supper", there is almost excessive variety and movement but in the facial ex-
pressions we recognize the old types of 30 years earlier (fig. 4).  The variety and movement of the 
figures, achieved by the scientific study of nature, fights against Leonardo's favorite type of an old 
man.  Perhaps we can trust Rubens's understanding of Leonardo and maybe Visconti was correct: 
despite all this variety and movement, Leonardo did not altogether avoid "automimesis", Leonardo 
did not avoid expressing himself.  But, and I may finish with this question, is there a more impres-
sive way to express oneself than the desperate attempt not to do so? 
------------------ 
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might be inadequate examples for the analysis of "automimesis" because it still remains quite unclear if indeed 
self-portraits can be found in the paintings mentioned above.  I agree with Prof. Frommel's view on the uncer-
tainty of self-portraiture in the works of Fra Filippo and Botticelli and with his further suggestion that for 
"automimesis" one should discuss painters of which we have more reliable self-portraits (e.g. Pietro Perugino, 
"Delivery of the Keys", Vatican, Sistine Chapel, c. 1490; Luca Signorelli, "Anti-Christ", Orvieto, Duomo, 
c.1500; Raphael, "School of Athens", Vatican, Stanza della Segnatura, c. 1509-1511).  However, with my 
choice of examples I tried to get as close as possible to Leonardo's point of view as he had left Florence in 
1482 and thus could not have known the "better" examples of Signorelli, Perugino and Raphael when he 
started to write about "automimesis" in 1490. 
     In considering the problem of self-portraiture of Quattrocento artists one should remember that only with 
the second edition of Vasari's "Vite" did the identification of an individual artist's likeness become as impor-
tant as it is today and that earlier sources before Vasari only mention three artist's self-portraits: Giotto, Tad-
deo Gaddi (both Florence, S. Croce) and Orcagna (Florence, Orsanmichele).  For this problem see W. PRINZ, 
Vasari's Sammlung von Künstlerbildnissen, in: Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 12, 
1966, Beiheft;  for a more critical view see C. HOPE, Historical Portraits in the "Lives" and in the Frescoes of 
Giorgio Vasari, in: Giorgio Vasari. Tra decorazione ambientale e storiografia artistica (1981), ed. G. C. 
Garfagnini, Florence 1985, 321-338;  for a general view, see E. CASTELNUOVO, Il significato del ritratto 
pittorico nella società, in: Storia d'Italia, V,2, Turin 1973, 1031-1094;  C. CIERI VIA, L'immagine del ritratto. 
Considerazioni sull'origine del genere e sulla sua evoluzione dal Quattrocento al Cinquecento, in: Il ritratto e 
la memoria. Materiali I. A cura di A. Gentili, Rome 1989. 
14. Cf. HATFIELD, Botticelli's Uffizi "Adoration", 81-83. 
15. Cf. HARTLAUB, Das Selbstbildnerische;  E. H. GOMBRICH, The Mask and the Face: The Perception of 
Physiognomic Likeness in Life and Art, in: E. H. G., The Image and the Eye. Further Studies in the Psychol-
ogy of Pictorial Representation, Oxford 1982, 105-136, 132-133. 
16. Cf. J. MEDER, Die Handzeichnung, Wien 1919, 194-203;  P. MELLER, Two Drawings of the Quattro-
cento in the Uffizi: A Study in Stylistic Change, in: Master Drawings 12, 1974, 261-279;  C. L. 
RAGGHIANTI/ G. DALLI REGOLI, Disegni dal modello. Firenze 1470-1480, Pisa 1975;  D. SUMMERS, 
Figure come fratelli: A Transformation of Symmetry in Renaissance Painting, in: Art Quarterly 1, 1977, 59-
88;  L. FUSCO, The Use of Sculptural Models by Painters in Fifteenth-Century Italy, in: Art Bulletin 64, 
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1982, 175-194;  E. H. GOMBRICH, Ideal and Type in Italian Renaissance Painting, in: E. H. G., New Light 
on Old Masters, Oxford 1986, 89-124;  F. AMES-LEWIS, Modelbook Drawings and the Florentine Quattro-
cento Artist, in: Art History 10, 1987, 1-11. 
17. VASARI, Le vite, ed. Milanesi, II, 395, footnote (life of Donatello):  In the first edition of the "Lives" he 
criticizes medieval sculptors for always producing round figures because they had round minds (spiriti tondi). 
18. Cf. E. H. GOMBRICH, Leonardo's Grotesque Heads, in: Leonardo. Saggi e Ricerche, Rome 1954, 197-
219 (reprinted in E. H. G., The Heritage of Apelles, Oxford 1976, 57-75). 
19. Cf. P. MELLER, Physiognomical Theory in Renaissance Heroic Portraits, in: Studies in Western Art II. 
The Renaissance and Mannerism. Acts of the Twentieth International Congress of the History of Art, Prince-
ton 1963, 53-69; E. MÖLLER, Leonardo e il Verrocchio, in: Raccolta Vinciana 14, 1930-1934, 3-38. 
     For a more general discussion of the relationship between artistic training, artistic creation and an artist's 
mind see E. H. GOMBRICH, Art and Illusion. A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation, Lon-
don/ New York 1960, 63-97. 
20. No. 12516 at The Royal Library, Windsor Castle.  For other kinds of types, such as reversal of composi-
tion or mirror images, see K. H. VELTMAN, Studies on Leonardo da Vinci I. Linear Perspective and the Vis-
ual Dimensions of Science and Art, Munich 1986, 350-354. 
21. A significant discussion of "style" in the fine arts seems not to have started before the 16th century (cf. W. 
SAUERLÄNDER, From stilus to Style. Reflections on the Fate of a Notion, in: Art History 6, 1983, 253-
270).  However, Filarete in the middle of the 15th c. was the first artist to use the word "lo stile" for a phe-
nomenon we would call "style" today (ANTONIO AVERLINO DETTO Il FILARETE, Trattato di architet-
tura, ed. Finoli/ Grassi, I, 27-28), and already Cennini must have had a similar notion in mind when he advised 
the artist to stay with "una maniera propria per te" (CENNINO CENNINI, Libro dell'arte, chap. 27).  On the 
other hand, the "maniera" had something to do with the so-called "propria-manu-stipulation" in artist's con-
tracts obliging the artist to finish a particular commission with his own hands and in particular not to leave dif-
ficult parts to either pupils or to less skilled artists (cf. H. GLASSER, Artist's Contracts of the Early Renais-
sance, Ann Arbor [1968], 73-78).  Furthermore, it can be assumed that personal style as a positive notion of 
individual creation was not common among Florentine artists of the first half of the 15th century (cf. M. 
WARNKE, Praxisfelder der Kunsttheorie, in: Idea 1, 1982, 54-71).  The discussion of style was fairly com-
mon only in literature and poetry. 
22. E` si dice che ogni dipintore dipinge se medesimo.  Non dipinge già sè in quanto uomo, perchè fa delle 
immagine di leoni, cavalli, uomini e donne che non sono sè, ma dipinge sè in quanto dipintore, idest secondo 
il suo concetto; e benchè siano diverse fantasie e figure de` dipintori che dipingono, tamen sono tutte secondo 
il concetto suo.  GIROLAMO SAVONAROLA, Prediche sopra Ezechiele, ed. Ridolfi, 2 vols., Rome 1955, I, 
337-352, 343 (Predica XXVI; in the edition of Venice 1517, fol. 71v).  For Savonarola's attitude towards the 
fine arts see J. SCHNITZER, Savonarola. Ein Kulturbild aus der Zeit der Renaissance, 2 vols., Munich 1928, 
II, 801-847. 
23. LEONARDO DA VINCI, Trattato della pittura, ed. Ludwig, §108 (ed. McMahon No. 86); see also L. M. 
BATKIN, Leonardo da Vinci, Rome/ Bari 1988, 103-110. 
24. Comune diffetto è ne' dipintori ittalici il riccognossersi l'aria e figura del hoperatore mediante le molte 
figure da lui depinte.  LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig, §186 (translation after ed. McMahon, no. 273). 
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25. Questo acade, che il giudicio nostro è quello, che moue la mano alle creationi de lineamenti d'esse figure 
per diuersi aspetti, in sino à tanto ch'esso si satisfaccia.  e perche esso giudicio è una delle potentie de l'anima 
nostra, con quale essa compose la forma del corpo, dou'essa abita, secondo il suo uolere, onde, hauendo co'le 
mani à rifare un corpo humano, uolontieri rifa quel corpo, di ch' essa fu prima inuentrice.  LEONARDO, 
Trattato, ed. Ludwig §499 (ed. McMahon 437). 
     I have omitted Leonardo's theory of love which is closely related to his criticism of "automimesis".  Leo-
nardo  argues (§§ 105, 108, 109, 137 and 499 of Ludwig's edition) that "automimesis" follows the same 
mechanism as the process of falling in love since a lover always develops an appetite for a being very similar 
to himself or herself.  This notion, as far as I am aware, derives from Dante's (Purg. XXIV, 52-60) discussion 
of scholastic and aristotelian ideas about the relationship between a lover and his beloved:  Love is the princi-
ple of every "appetitus" but it is only brought into being by "similitudo" between lover and beloved (cf. 
THOMAS AQUINAS, Summa Theol. 1.2.26.1-4.; K. VOSZLER, Die philosophischen Grundlagen zum "sü-
ßen neuen Stil", Heidelberg 1904; SCHLOSSER, Kunstliteratur, 71-72).  Originally, this argument had a theo-
logical background but in connection with "automimesis" it seems to have become a common place.  See for 
example DONI, Seconda libreria, c. 30v: "E si suol dire che ogni pittor dipinge sè, & che ogni simile apetisce 
il suo simile [...]".  Leonardo seems to start from this point when he argues that love and hate require a pro-
found knowledge of the things loved or hated (Cod. Atl., fol. 226v-b); cf. J. P. RICHTER, The Literary Works 
of Leonardo da Vinci, 2 vols., London/ New York 1970, §§1172, 1202.  For similar notions see the "Trattato" 
(ed. Ludwig, §77) and C. PEDRETTI, The Literary Works of Leonardo da Vinci. Commentary, 2 vols., Ox-
ford 1977, II, 242-243. 
26. et è di tanta potentia questo tal giuditio, ch'eglio moue le braccia al pittore e fa gli replicare se medesimo, 
parendo à essa anima, che quella sia il uero modo di figurare l'homo, e chi non fa come lei, faccia errore.  
LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig §108 (ed. McMahon no. 86). 
27. la givntura delli ossi obbediscie al neruo, e 'l neruo al muscolo e 'l muscolo alla corda, e la corda al senso 
comune, e 'l  senso comune è sedia dell'anima [...].  LEONARDO, W.19019r, quoted after RICHTER, Liter-
ary Works, §838. 
28. LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig §§108 and 109 (ed. McMahon no. 86); W. 19115r (RICHTER, Liter-
ary Works, §837); for the physiological arguments see M. KEMP, 'Il concetto dell'anima' in Leonardo's Early 
Skull Studies, in: Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 34, 1971, 115-134. 
29. LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig §108 (ed. McMahon no. 86). 
30. Codex Atlanticus, fol. 90r; W.19019r (RICHTER, Literary Works, §§836, 838). 
31. Codex Atlanticus, fol. 221v-d (RICHTER, Literary Works, §18). 
32. See also C. LUPORINI, La mente di Leonardo, Florence 1953, 133-134;  KEMP, `Ogni dipintore dipinge 
se';  BATKIN, Leonardo da Vinci, 103-110. 
33. LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig §406 (ed. McMahon no. 439). 
34. LEONARDO, Trattato, ed. Ludwig §50 (ed. McMahon, no. 74; RICHTER, Literary Works, §494; Ash. 
fol. 27v); Institut de France, Ms. H.III, fol. 119r; Ms. H.III, fol.119r see E. SOLMI, Le Fonti dei manoscritti di 
Leonardo da Vinci, Turin 1908, p. 158 (Reprinted in E. SOLMI, Scritti Vinciani, Florence 1976). - For the 
problem of Leonardo's psychological profile see LUPORINI, La mente di Leonardo; S. BRAMLY, Léonard 
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de Vinci, Saint-Amand-Montrond 1988, chapter 4. 
35. Cf. MATTEO BANDELLO, Le novelle, parte 1, nov. 58, ed. Brognoligo, II (1928), 283-288. 
36. K. CLARK, Leonardo da Vinci, Cambridge 1939, 100. 
37.  Un depentor fu già che non sapea 
desegnare altra cosa che un cupresso, 
per quel che Orazio nei suoi versi ha messo 
dove insegnar poetica intendea. 
     Un n'hanno questi tempi che in la idea 
tien ferma sì la effiggie di se stesso, 
che'altrui pinger volendo, accade spesso 
che non colui ma se medesmo crea. 
     E non solo il suo volto, ch'è pur bello 
secondo lui, ma in l'arte sua suprema 
gli acti e' suoi modi forma col penello. 
[...] 
GASPARO VISCONTI, I canzonieri per Beatrice d'Este e per Bianca Maria Sforza, ed. P. Bongrani, Milan 
1979, CLXVIII, 117-118. 
     The date of this sonnet can be established by the following facts: Beatrice d'Este died in January 1497, Vis-
conti in March 1499, and since the sonnet is part of the "Canzoniere" not for Beatrice d`Este but for Bianca 
Maria Sforza, it must have been composed between January 1497 and March 1499; cf. R. RENIER, Gaspare 
Visconti, in: Archivio Storico Lombardo 13, 1886, 509-562, 777-824.  The first nine lines of the translation 
are taken from KEMP, Science and the Poetic Impulse. 
38. Cf. RENIER, Gaspare Visconti, 806-808. 
39. HORACE, Ars poetica, I, 31. 
40. In the discussion after this paper was delivered, Prof. M. Winner pointed out that Leonardo's striving for 
variety and his attempts to reveal emotions by depicting adequate movements in his paintings derives ulti-
mately from LEON BATTISTA ALBERTI, Della pittura libri tre (ed. Janitschek, 112, 120, 126).  There are, 
in fact, in Leonardo's "Trattato" (ed. Ludwig §§113, 115, 376) some parallels to Alberti's precepts for painters. 
41. Cf. J. S. HELD, Rubens. Selected Drawings, 2 vols., London 1959, I, 157-159 (cat. no. 161; in the 2nd 
edition 1986, cat. no. 49, pp. 85-88);  P. JOANNIDES, Leonardo da Vinci, Peter-Paul Rubens, Pierre-
Nolasque Bergeret and the `Fight for the Standard', in: Achademia Leonardi Vinci. Journal of Leonardo Stud-
ies & Bibliography of Vinciana, 1, 1988, 76-86; P. C. MARANI, Leonardo, Florence 1989, 132-138. 
     Prof. J. Müller-Hofstede has pointed out that this drawing is not by Rubens but by an unknown sixteenth-
century artist.  Rubens only restored and reworked the drawing (cf. J. MÜLLER-HOFSTEDE, An Early 
Rubens Conversion of St. Paul. The Beginning of his Preoccupation with Leonardo's Battle Anghiari, in: Bur-
lington Magazine 106, 1964, 95-106, 98-102;  A.-M. LOGAN, Rubens Exhibitions 1977-1978, in: Master 
Drawings 15, 1977, 403-417, 408-409, and Master Drawings 16, 1978, 419-450, 433; see also the review by 
the same author of HELD, Rubens. Selected Drawings, in: Master Drawings 25, 1987, 63-82, 70-71, no. 49). 
     If the drawing indeed is by an artist of the sixteenth century and if this artist still had access to Leo-
nardo's original composition, then my point that the faces of the warriors, reworked by Rubens, derive from 
Leonardo's favorite type of an old man is confirmed.  However, what I had labeled as Rubens's supreme un-
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derstanding of Leonardo should now more correctly be credited to the accuracy of the anonymous 16th-
century draftsman who actually did the drawing. - See also my forthcoming article "Rubens Completes Leo-
nardo - The Fight for the Standard." 
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